
Flexible solutions for single 
and multi-patient care

Hospital-acquired infections are costly occurrences that can negatively impact patient care in the 
process. But with increasing pressure and strain on organizational fi nances, using disposable supplies 
for every patient just isn’t feasible. Fortunately, our broad portfolio of Philips single and multi-patient 
noninvasive blood pressure supplies can help you balance the needs of your patients – with limited 
impact on your budget. And with adapters that make it possible to connect to most available 
monitors, you can rely on Philips for all of your NIBP needs. 

Durable and long-lasting
Philips multi-patient disposable cuffs are an ideal choice 
for areas where risk of cross-contamination is high, or 
where cuffs are subject to heavy soiling, such as the OR 
and eR. When cleaned according to hospital protocols, 
these cuffs can be reused, extending the longevity of the 
cuff and reducing the impact on your budget. Available in 
a full range of AHA-compatible sizes, you can count on 
the durability of these cuffs.

Convenient and affordable
Philips Single Care cuffs offer Philips quality and 
validation at economical prices. Made of soft, 
comfortable fabric, each cuff features a patient 
identifi cation section for single patient use. These 
cuffs come in a full range of AHA-compatible sizes 
with color-coding and exterior size markings. 
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Gentle Care single patient disposable NIBP cuffs

Single-hose cuff Cuff size Color
989803183311 Infant Cool grey/Orange
989803183321 Pediatric Cool grey/Green
989803183331 Small adult Cool grey/Light blue
989803183341 Adult Cool grey/Navy
989803183351 Adult XL* Cool grey/Navy with striping
989803183361 Large Adult Cool grey/Burgundy
989803183371 Thigh Cool grey/Grey

Multi Care disposable NIBP cuffs

Single-hose cuff Cuff size Color
989803182281 Pediatric White/Green
989803182291 Small adult White/Light green
989803182301 Adult White/Navy
989803182311 Adult XL* White/Navy with striping
989803182321 Large adult White/Burgundy

Single Care disposable NIBP cuffs
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Gentle on patients and the environment
A soft, felt-like cover brings exceptional comfort to patients  
while eVA materials help reduce the environmental footprint upon 
disposal of our Gentle Care disposable cuffs. These cuffs come  
with an integrated bladder, making them ideal for use in the OR,  
eR, cath lab, isolation, or other applications that call for single 
patient use NIBP cuffs. Gentle Care cuffs feature color-coding and 
exterior size markings for ease of use, and come in a full range of 
AHA-compatible adult, pediatric, and XL sizes.

Single-hose cuff Double-hose cuff Cuff size Color
M4572B M4582B Infant White/Orange
M4573B M4583B Pediatric White/Green
M4574B M4584B Small adult White/Light blue
M4575B M4585B Adult White/Navy
M4576B M4586B Adult XL* White/Navy with striping
M4577B M4587B Large adult White/Burgundy
M4578B M4588B Large adult XL** White/Burgundy with striping
M4579B M4589B Thigh White/Grey

Accuracy of extra-long cuffs is dependent on 

proper application according to cuff labeling.

*26.0 inches (66.0cm) total cuff length

**32.9 inches (83.5cm) total cuff length
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